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aloud Loudly.
He read the letter aloud.

aural Of or pertaining to hearing or the ear.
Information held in written aural or visual form.

bilingual A person fluent in two languages.
Bilingual dictionaries.

chat Songbirds having a chattering call.
She chatted to her mother on the phone every day.

conversation
A talk, especially an informal one, between two or more people, in which
news and ideas are exchanged.
She picked up the phone and held a conversation in French.

dialog The lines spoken by characters in drama or fiction.

dialogue Provide a film or play with a dialogue.
The USA would enter into a direct dialogue with Vietnam.

fluently With an ability to express oneself easily and articulately.
She speaks fluently and convincingly on the need for more controls.

halitosis Offensive breath.

interpreter Someone who uses art to represent something.
His paintings reveal a sensitive interpreter of nature.

language Language communication by word of mouth.
The language introduced is standard throughout the text.

lingua A mobile mass of muscular tissue covered with mucous membrane and
located in the oral cavity.

linguist A specialist in linguistics.

literate A literate person.
Their parents were uneducated and barely literate.
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multilingual In or using several languages.
A multilingual translator.

narration The action or process of narrating a story.
Moore s narration is often sarcastic.

oral Using speech rather than writing.
They had reached an oral agreement.

palate The flavour of wine or beer.
A wine with a zingy peachy palate.

pharynx The passage to the stomach and lungs; in the front part of the neck below
the chin and above the collarbone.

polyglot A person who knows and is able to use several languages.
A language translation quiz for polyglot readers.

recitative
A vocal passage of narrative text that a singer delivers with natural rhythms
of speech.
Singing in recitative.

speak Communicate in or be able to communicate in (a specified language.
I wish to speak privately with you.

talking The action of talking speech or discussion.
The world s greatest talking bird.

tongue Lick or caress with the tongue.
He was a redoubtable debater with a caustic tongue.

tonsil Either of two small masses of lymphoid tissue in the throat, one on each side
of the root of the tongue.

translator
A person who translates from one language into another, especially as a
profession.
The translator of Hardy s poems into Icelandic.

unwritten Not recorded in writing.
An unwritten constitution.

verbal A verbal noun.
Just a bit of air wave verbals.

verbally By means of language.
A love he can never express verbally.

vocal
Music intended to be performed by one or more singers, usually with
instrumental accompaniment.
Non linguistic vocal effects like laughs and sobs.
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